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ABSTRACT

predictability of the stress pattern. Stimulus phrases
with varying stress patterns were listed in random order, and speakers had relatively little time to read and
plan ahead for the next stimulus phrase of this list.
This resulted in an emergency strategy, with minimal
temporal organization within a spoken phrase.

If speakers repeat a phrase, their speech tends to be
highly rhythmical. In a similar task without repetition, no such rhythmicity was found. This study investigates whether stress predictability, varied between
tasks, aﬀects speech rhythm. Results show that a regular speech rhythm emerges in repeated phrases (with
highly predictable stress pattern), but not in other
tasks without repetition (medium and low predictability of stress). For all tasks, the presence or absence
of stress shift in a phrase partly depends on its global
rhythmical pattern. A clear speech rhythm emerges
only if a speaker can predict the upcoming stress pattern, and use this information to optimize the temporal
organization of his output speech.

The contrast between these two outcomes is further
investigated here, by varying both the stress patterns
of the stimulus phrases, and the predictability of the
stress pattern among phrases. Both factors are varied
within items and within speakers. Stress predictability is varied by having speakers produce the same materials in 3 diﬀerent tasks, summarized in Table 1.
Stimulus materials are similar to those used previously
[4, 5]. Each phrase consists of a stress-shiftable number word like thir.teen, preceded by a content word
with a varying number of unstressed syllables following the stressed syllable; examples are cement (wS),
pirate (Sw), and cinema (Sww).

1 INTRODUCTION
Let’s assume that you have to read out a phone number that you know by heart. The number contains
repeated digit sequences, e.g. 2525250. Most speakers will produce a rhythmical reading of such a wellrehearsed string of numbers. Prominent syllables are
placed at periodically spaced temporal locations, yielding an alternating pattern of stressed and unstressed
syllables.

Our main hypothesis is that observed rhythmicity is
modulated by the predictability of the stress pattern.

Such a rhythmical pattern is also observed if speakers
have to repeat a single short phrase with more than
one stress, like bake the bread [1, 2, 3]. In this so-called
“speech cycling” task, speakers tend to place stressed
syllables at rhythmic time points, i.e. harmonic and
equidistant fractions of the whole-phrase repetition period T , e.g. at T /2 or T /3 or 2T /3.

Table 1: Summary of tasks leading to varying degree

By contrast, if speakers have to speak a similar phrase,
but without repeating this phrase, no such rhythmical
pattern was observed [4, 5]. Instead, speakers tended
to align not the stressed vowel, but the initial vowel,
to a target time point marked by a metronome pulse.
This a-rhythmicity was presumably caused by the low

2.1 Materials
Stimuli consisted of two-word phrases like galaxy thirteen. The ﬁrst word is a regular English noun or verb.
The stress pattern was varied between phrases, as either wS, Sw, or Sww. For each pattern, 5 monomorphemic content words were selected. The second word

predictability
1
2
3

low [4, 5]
medium
high [1, 2, 3]

stress patterns
in list
randomized
blocked
blocked

repeating
no
no
yes

of stress predictability for the current stimulus
phrase.

2 METHOD
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in a phrase is an English number word, always with
metrical pattern SS (thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, sixteen.
(Other phrases, with number words having a SwS pattern, e.g. twentythree, were also included in the study,
but left out of the analyses presented here). There
were 5 stimulus phrases (word pairs) in each condition,
yielding a total of 15 stimulus phrases.

The stressed syllable in the number word was deﬁned as the syllable with the highest peak intensity.
Hence, other acoustic correlates of stress, such as syllable duration, F0 pattern, and spectral slope [6], were
disregarded here, because these parameters would have
introduced artefacts. Because the temporal organization was highly constrained by the metronome pattern, speakers had only limited control over syllable
durations. Pitch was disregarded because F0 proved
an unreliable correlate of word stress in this task. Finally, the spectral slope was not reliable for stress detection, because there were diﬀerent vowels in stressed
and unstressed syllables. Thus, stress location was determined from the peaks in the intensity contour. Trivial corrections were made by the ﬁrst author during auditory validation of all measurements; such corrections
were necessary in about 5% of all realizations.

2.2 Metronome pattern
In tasks 1 and 2, speakers heard a 2-beat metronome
pattern consisting of a 4-beat cycle, with a low note
on the ﬁrst beat (400 Hz, 40 ms) and a high note on
the second beat (800 Hz, 40 ms) [4, 5]. The third
and fourth beats were unmarked. The metronome frequency was ﬁxed at 43 cycles per minute.
In task 3, as in [1, 2, 3], speakers heard a 1-beat
metronome with a mid-tone note on the ﬁrst beat (600
Hz, 40 ms), at 76 cycles per minute (see below).

The acoustic analysis of speakers’ production yields
three dependent variables. The ﬁrst is the incidence
of stress shift in the shiftable number word (thirteen),
expressed as the proportion of initially-stressed realizations of the number word. The second and third are
the phases of the initial and ﬁnal vowels of the number word, relative to the metronome cycle. These are
typically at phase angles between 0.2 and 0.8, because
the preceding (ﬁrst) word is aligned to the metronome
pulse at phase zero.

2.3 Speakers and Procedure
In total, 4 speakers participated in this experiment.
Speakers performed tasks 1, 2 and 3 in this ﬁxed order. For task 1 (no repetition, no blocking) [4, 5], they
listened to the metronome for a few cycles, and then
fell in with their realizations of stimulus phrases, read
from a list of all phrases in randomized order. Speakers were instructed to align the ﬁrst word with the low
metronome tone (1st beat), and the second word with
the high tone (2nd beat).

3 RESULTS

Task 2 (no repetition, with blocking) was similar to
task 1, except that the list of stimulus phrases was
not in random order, but blocked by stress pattern.
Hence, the stress pattern of a phrase was predictable
from its preceding items in the list (limited to the 5
items within each block).

Table 2 shows the incidence of stress shift, i.e. the
proportions of realizations with stress shifted to the
initial syllable, broken down by the two main factors.
These results underline the optional nature of stress
shift. Average percentages of stress shift vary between
44% and 95%, with an overall average of 65%. Speakers
in all conditions and in all tasks can choose whether or
not to shift stress in the critical number word.

Task 3 (with repetition, with blocking) was a “speech
cycling” task [1, 3, 2]. The same blocked list of stimulus phrases was used as in task 2. Speakers did not
require reading time between tokens, so the metronome
frequency was changed to about the double of its frequency in tasks 1 and 2. (Pilot experiments suggested
that the intended 86 cycles per minute was uncomfortably fast; this was changed to 76 cycles per minute).
Subjects repeated each phrase about 8–10 times, and
then skipped several metronome cycles to breathe and
to prepare for the next phrase on the list.

predictability

1
2
3

low
medium
high

preceding stress
wS
Sw
70% 85%
75% 95%
44% 63%

pattern
Sww
85%
95%
79%

Table 2: Percentages of stress-shifted tokens of the critical
number word, broken down by preceding stress
pattern, and by task or stress predictability.

2.4 Analysis
Speakers’ realizations were analyzed with the same
software and procedures as before [5]. After deemphasis ﬁltering with −6dB/octave (to enhance the
vowel region of the spectrum), the intensity contour of
the ﬁltered speech was used to determine vowel onsets,
viz. as the midpoint between the steepest rise in intensity (typically just before the vowel onset) and the peak
intensity (typically at maximum vowel amplitude).
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task

The eﬀects of the main factors (stress pattern, and
predictability of stress pattern) on these percentages
were investigated using logistic regression [7]. Speakers
varied in their overall incidence of stress shift, with
speakers averages ranging from 57% to 80%. Hence,
logistic regression was done with a mixed-eﬀects model,
with speakers as an additional random factor [8]. The
optimal model for the incidence data is summarized in
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Table 3.
eﬀect
average
preceding wS#...
preceding Sw#...
preceding Sww#...
low predictability
medium predictability
high predictability

If stresses are aligned to the metronome pulse (in tasks
1 and 2), then the modes (peaks) of these densities
should coincide with this preferred location. The phase
densities in Figure 1 for tasks 1 and 2 do not conform to this pattern. Instead, the initial vowel (in e.g.
thir ) is always aligned to the second metronome pulse,
whether this initial syllable is unstressed (unshifted,
black) or stressed (shifted, blue). Likewise, the ﬁnal
vowel (in teen) is never aligned to this metronome
pulse, not even when it is stressed (unshifted, black).

coeﬃcient (s.e.)
0.222 (0.176)
0.719 (0.417)
1.537 (0.426)
2.250 (0.437)
0.000 (0.000)
0.670 (0.528)
-0.980 (0.345)

with repetition

Table 3: Logistic regression coeﬃcients (with standard
error), for ﬁxed eﬀects of stress pattern and
stress predictability. Signiﬁcant coeﬃcients are
printed in boldface.

pulse

0 1 2 3 4 5

pulse

0

density

These results indicate that there is a signiﬁcantly
higher incidence of stress shift as the number of preceding unstressed syllables increases. Secondly, the difference between low and medium predictability is not
signiﬁcant, and the incidence of stress shift is signiﬁcantly lower for the speech cycling task (3) with high
predictability. This unexpected result will be discussed
below. Finally, the interaction between the 2 main effects was not signiﬁcant, and these components were
therefore left out of the ﬁnal model in Table 3.

thir, unshifted
THIR, shifted

1/4

1/2
phase of initial V

3/4

0 1 2 3 4 5

pulse

0

pulse

TEEN, unshifted
teen, shifted

0

1/4

1/2
phase of final V

3/4

0

Figure 2: Densities of phase angles of vowel onsets in the

In addition, the temporal alignment of the vowels in
the shiftable number words were investigated, by calculating the phase angle of the vowels, relative to the
metronome period. From previous research, it was expected that stressed vowels are always aligned to the
metronome beat [9, 1]. Figures 1 and 2 show the densities of the phase angles of vowels in the number word,
for initial and ﬁnal vowel (upper and lower panel) and
for shifted and unshifted stress (black and blue curves).
Results for non-repetitive tasks 1 and 2 were highly
similar, and these are pooled in Figure 1.

shiftable number word, produced with task 3,
for initial and ﬁnal syllable (upper and lower
panel) and for realizations without (black) and
with (blue) stress shift.

The phase densities of the repetitive task 3 (Figure 2) reveal clearly rhythmical realizations of the
shiftable number words. Initial and ﬁnal vowels are
aligned to silent beats at about 1/3 [shifted and unshifted: 0.35] and 2/3 [shifted: 0.67; unshifted: 0.71]
of the metronome period, respectively, irrespective of
whether these vowels are stressed or unstressed.

no repetition
2nd pulse

4 DISCUSSION

1st pulse

0 2 4 6 8

1st pulse

thir, unshifted
THIR, shifted

Figure 1: Densities of phase angles of vowel onsets in the

The purpose of this production study is to investigate
the eﬀects of stress predictability on the temporal organization of repetitive speech. Highest predictability
is found in “speech cycling”. As in previous studies using this task [1, 2, 3], speakers tend to locate the strong
syllables at rhythmic time points. Here, each phrase
contains 3 metrically strong syllables, viz. 1 in the
ﬁrst word (e.g. GALaxy) and 2 in the shiftable number word (e.g. THIR.TEEN ; both syllables in a word
are metrically strong by deﬁnition). These 3 strong
syllables are placed at equidistant points through the
phrase repetition cycle, yielding the distributions in
Figure 2.

shiftable number word, produced with tasks
1 and 2, for initial and ﬁnal syllable (upper
and lower panel) and for realizations without
(black) and with (blue) stress shift.

Since both strong syllables of the number word are
aligned at harmonic phase angles, stress assignment
among these syllables becomes somewhat irrelevant.

density

0

1/4

1/2

3/4

0

phase of initial V

0 2 4 6 8

1st pulse

2nd pulse

1st pulse

TEEN, unshifted
teen, shifted

0

1/4

1/2

3/4

0

phase of final V
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This corresponds with the lower incidence of stress
shift observed in the speech cycling task. Within the
same temporal organization, speakers could choose either the unshifted or the shifted stress pattern. Hence,
speech produced with this task is always highly rhythmical, which renders the actual stress location irrelevant. Speakers sometimes switched back and forth between unshifted and shifted realizations, even between
consecutive repetitions of the same phrase.

use this information to optimize the temporal organization of his output speech.

Nevertheless, stress shift tends to occur more often as
the number of preceding unstressed syllables increases.
This suggests a tendency for alternation of stressed and
unstressed syllables [10].
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The other 2 tasks used in this study yielded entirely
diﬀerent results (here discussed together): speakers
always attempted to align the initial syllable to the
second metronome pulse, even if this syllable was unstressed. Likewise, the ﬁnal syllable was not aligned
to the target pulse, even if this syllable wàs stressed.
Only 18/154 (12%) of these stressed ﬁnal syllables have
a phase angle below .50, and none of these is close to
the target phase 0.25.
In these 2 non-repetitive tasks, speakers did not tend to
locate the stressed vowel at the metronome pulse. Contrary to our prediction, they did not shift the stressed
syllable in time to let it coincide with the metronome
pulse. This may have been due to the very constraining nature of these tasks, which gave speakers insufﬁcient time and freedom for temporal reorganization.
Remember that in these tasks, subjects always had to
read the next phrase during the second (silent) half of
the metronome cycle, and speak out this item on the
next cycle. Blocking items by stress pattern (which
was not pointed out explicitly to the speakers) apparently did not decrease the diﬃculty of this task. In less
constrained circumstances, speakers might attempt to
align stressed syllables to rhythmic time points, and
they might shift stress locations to achieve this goal,
but they were unable to do so in this study.
In natural spontaneous speech production, stress predictability is intermediate to the conditions investigated here. Speakers usually do not repeat a single
phrase, but yet they do not have to read a new phrase
from a paper list either. Because speakers can plan
ahead to a moderate extent (compared to the conditions in this study), their spontaneous speech is predicted to be moderately rhythmical in nature.

5 CONCLUSION
First, stress predictability does aﬀect speech rhythm,
and hence it provides a plausible explanation for the
contrasting outcomes of our previous studies (see Introduction). Regular speech rhythm emerges only if a
speaker can predict the upcoming stress pattern, and
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Second, stress shift is controlled in part by rhythmic
constraints on the temporal alignment of syllables in
real time. These constraints refer to the global rhythmical context of the shiftable target word, and not only
to its immediate following context.
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